
INSTRUCTION- MANUAL 

Conductor
Reference - Tube - Preamplifier

This handcrafted product was special made for your high demands,
to display the music in its  finest way.

We guarantee, that this amplifier was carefully produced 
and tested in all details.
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Congratulations on your decision to become the proud owner of the
 AUDIO VALVE  CONDUCTOR  tube amplifier.

This manual has been prepared to help you to understand the operation of your amplifier 
and to provide some information about its design and the variety of ways it may be used.

We have designed and manufactured this amplifier to faithfully and accurately reproduce 
music. This hand build instrument should give  a lifetime of  pleasure and with a little 
care and a full understanding of the operation recommendation in this manual the 
CONDUCTOR should provide trouble free performance.

Please take time to read this manual thoroughly before using your amplifier.

There should be two persons grabbing the outer rim of plexiglas top to lift up, rest on 
edge of crate then continue all lifting from the bottom of the chassis.

List of contents

- Warning and precautions
- Front panel - rear panel
- Input - output terminals
- Installation and operation
- Specifications
- safety declaration
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WARNING

Be sure that you understand the requirements fully 
before you make any connection to this amplifier or switch  ON !!

This amplifier CONDUCTOR operates in class - A and is 
therefore capable of generating a moderately high temperature  which requires care full 
placing to aviod any effect this heat  may have on other equipment, furniture and fittings 
etc.

Do not remove the top cover from this amplifier. 
Hazardous voltages are present. Any repair work should 
be refer to a suitable qualified and experienced 
service person.

Do not attempt to connect any input of this amplifier to 
any of its outputs.

Do not earth any output terminal or connect any of these
terminals together without following the instructions in 
this manual or seeking qualified assistance.

Do not place this amplifier in any position where liquids
or any foreign material may accidentally enter it.

Do not disconnect any in / output wire, the power cord or the connecting cables between 
the amp and the power supply , while the amplifier is operating.

Some preamplifiers, processor, CD players etc produce 
large switching pulses when switched on or off, causing a loud 
click through the loudspeakers. For this reason, turn off your power amplifier at first 
when you plan to switch off your audio device. 

Turn on your power amplifier at last when you plan to switch on your audio 
device. 

All handling at the open amplifier has to be done 
when the main power plug is disconnected .

Please notice that you never exceed the mains voltage in the prescribed value shown at 
the lable of the serial number on the rear side. If you can`t provide the amplifier with the 
exact shown main voltage, please use a voltage stabilizer - particulare for  the US ( 115 
VAC ) market and Mainland China 
 
The amplifier needs a certain time to form the brand new components (capacitors) 
otherwise they can be destroyed. 
 
 
Use the Stand - By mode for warm hold periodes ( tube heating ) when you aren`t 
listening. Please switch OFF the amp while leaving the house or sleeping ! 
 
Please only do use your amplifier while listening to music.
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FRONT PANEL

The CONDUCTOR is remote controlled designed, this includes also the volume control, 
but you can handle the functions also  manuell.

The front panel of the CONDUCTOR is spitted in 3 sections :
On the left side is located the TFT graphic display for the optical amplifier status control 
and also 3 switches which allow the manuell handling of the CONDUCTOR.

In the middle is a clear acryl window which shows the blue shining AudioValve logo when 
the amp is in operate mode. The blue brightness is internal adjustable.

 On the right side of the CONDUCTOR is located the volume potentiometer, 
( which is also adjustable by hand with a heavy knob ).  
This 6 section ALPS motor potentiometer guaranteed a high accurate analog volume 
control . The heavy knob is surrounded by a blue shinning scale while in operate mode.
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 REAR PANEL 
( amplifier and power supply )

MAIN  VOLTAGE 
and  Main Power Plug ( fuse ) and Main Switch

The heavy round duty rocker switch for the main voltage ON /OFF is located on the rear 
side of the power supply.
  The main fuse is next to the main plug, the value is 1.6 for 230 VAC or 3,15 as for 117 
VAC slow blow.
DO DISCONNTECT the main power cord from the voltage when you check the fuse !
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When the CONDUCTOR is switched on with the the power switch, the TFT display in front 
of the amplifier shows the AUDIO VALVE logo in a  dark shinning mode, and the display 
of the main power supply is shinning RED. This status shows that the CONDUCTOR is 
prepared for  main power function.
Please switch OFF the main power while leaving the house or sleeping ! 

 

There are two cables for connecting the power supply together with the amplifier
( shown on the  picture ). There is no possibility to mismatch the cables as they are 
different. 
These cables have to be connected before switching on the amp.
Be sure, that the amplifier is disconnected from the main voltage while 
connecting the cables!

The plugs are directed, there is no possibility to interchange by pluging in.

Do not disconnect these cables when the amp is in operate mode, disconnect the cables 
only when the internal power capacitors are completely discharged, at least 3 minutes 
after shut down the amplifier by the main voltage switch OFF.
Disconnect first the main voltage cord before disconnecting these cables.  
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INSTALLATION AND OPERATION

MAIN VOLTAGE

 Make sure that your home voltage is the same as the  printed voltage on the  lable of 
the rear side of the power supply.
Please notice that you never exceed the main voltage in the prescribed value shown on 
the lable of the serial number on the rear side. 
If you can`t provide the amplifier with the exact shown main voltage, please use 
a voltage stabilizer - particulare for  the US ( 117 VAC )
and Mainland China market.

PLACEMENT AND VENTILATION

This AudioValve CONDUCTOR amplifier is designed to 
operate at a moderately high temperature. The ideal location 
is on the rigid stand or floor mounted away from direct contact with any objects, 
materials or deep pile carpets which may be effected by the heat or which may interrupt 
the flow of air around the amplifier.
When operating the amplifiers quite a lot of heat is generated which should be allowed to 
dissipate without restriction. Make sure that no objects are placed on the top of the 
amplifier. Always ensure adequate ventilations.

MAIN POWER connection is via supplied plug-in lead. The standard IEC socket connects 
the mains power at the amplifier end while a local mains plug is required at the wall end. 
In the event where a "local" plug needs to be fitted to the wall end of the lead, ensure 
that the plugs is wired correctly by a suitable qualified or experienced person.

Ensure the amplifier is disconnected from the main voltage before  attempting 
any modification of the main connection. 

MAIN  FUSE

The Mains  fuse is fitted in the IEC Main / Line socket on the rear of the power supply.
 The fuse must has the value 1,6A for 230 VAC and 3,15A for 117 VAC slow blow.
If the fuse keeps blowing up the amplifier must be checked by a professionel technican.

DO NEVER FIT A FUSE WITH HIGHER RATING.

INPUT TERMINALS

The 6 * RCA  and XLR Inputs  are standard terminals for the
use of unbalanced and balanced input signals coming from the signal sources . The 
CONDUCTOR uses for all XLR inputs female jackets and for the output  male jackets.

The micro - controller handles the use of balanced or unbalanced signals. You have to 
configure them in a special setup - routine for each input separately.
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OUTPUT TERMINALS

The CONDUCTOR has two pair of output terminals :
XLR and RCA
They are manuell selected by the right switch next to the display.

You can choose between:

- OUTPUT 1; - OUTPUT 2; - OUTPUT 1 + 2
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MICRO - CONTROLLER handling

the following picture shows the most important routines that  controlling your amplifier. 
By manuell you can operate the amplifier via 3 small  touch switches next to the display, 
or with your remote control. 
               
                 Screen       desrcibtion

1 The left picture shows  the "sleep mode" of the amp. 
The amp is already turned ON by the main switch.
To get the amp in OPERATE MODE, you either use the 
pin ON /OFF on the remote or press the little ON/OFF 
switch underneith the display to the left side.
To get the amp in STAND BY MODE ( just the tubes are 
heating, no plate voltage) please use the STAND BY pin 
on the remote or press the little switch to the right 
position.

 
 

2
This picture shows the OPERATE MODE, after the amp 
has left the SLEEPING MODE, but just for 1 minute. 
During this MUTE MODE the tubes are warming up, 
shown by the vertical bar graph.
It changes from black via red to  yellow, after have 
reached 75% of the scale the plate voltage will be 
supplied. 
After 100 % are reached, the MUTE MODE is finished, 
the display is changing into picture 3.

3 This is the regular display while operating the amp 
either by remote or with the 3 little switched around 
the display. 

4 This picture shows the STND BY MODE
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Input terminal setup menu (configuration)

All inputs are configurated as XLR or RCA inputs for the use of
 balanced or single ended signal phases. 

To set up your chosen inpust please TURN OFF the power supply by the main switch.
Then you press the both little switches ( left and right from the display ) in an upper 
position. The same time you switch on the power supply with the main switch.

 

   
                  Screen       desrcibtion

1   CLOCK SYMBOL Fig.1 shows  4 buttons in the lower screen which offer 
you different options, he  actual chosen by a square red 
flashing cursor. Now it shows the actual running hours 
of your amp . 

2   TOOL SYMBOL Push the left switch up or down to select the input, 
then use the right switch to toogle between XLR or 
Cinch mode.
Push the bottom switch to the right side to make fix 
and leave your input settlings [ right button ].

3    EXIT SYMBOL Push the right switch to save the new input 
configuration  and leave the setup menue.

The information symbol is just for the manifactures 
interests.    
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Technical Specifications

- dual chassis with separate power supply
- dual mono circuit design, including power supply
- real symmetric input/output for negative/positive signal phase for both channels
- non feedback loop
- input impedance 47 kOhm
- input sensitive: 
- CD1 = 
- CD2 = ( high output source )
- AUX1 =
- AUX2 = 
- AUX3 = ( high output source )
- AUX4 = ( high output source )
- unbalanced output impedance 1000 Ohm
- sym. balanced output impedance 100 Ohm 
- bandwidth 5Hz – 200kHz
- gain between 2,5 and 23dB ( see:gain settings)
- input connectors: 2 x 6 XLR female and 2 x 6 RCA terminals
- output connectors: 2 x 2 XLR male and 2 x 2 RCA terminals
- basic valves: 2 x 6N6P in front (gain tubes) and 6 x 6N1P (current sources)
- manual operation and remote control
- mute and standby functions
- memory volume control for each input with 6-section analog potentiometer
- microprocessor-controlled with 2.1” color graphic display
- power consumption: 175VA
- dimensions amplifier: 480 x 140 x 380 mm
- dimensions power supply: 480 x 80 x 380 mm
- weight: 25 kg (combined)
- optical edition: black/gold or chrome or silver/chrome

Gain settings with 6N6P in font
• Cinch utilizing 11 dB, XLR utilizing 17dB

Gain settings with 6922 in font
• Cinch utilizing 17 dB, XLR utilizing 23dB

channel balance is adjustable with trimmer in front of the front tubes.
Turn clockwise make more gain.

micro Controller Display

- warm-up phase with analog bar graph
- counter operation hours
- analog volume bar graph
- selected source mode
- selected output mode
- standby mode
- mute mode
- and more ...

April 2009
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Gain settings:

CONDUCTOR handles the following arrangements of amplifier`s gain. Important for the 
gain character of the amplifier are the first tubes in front of the PCB - behind the front 
glass. The trimmers in front of these tubes can adjust the gain in a small range. So it`s 
possible to adjust both channels with this trimmers in gain balance. 

We recommend as front tubes the type 6N6P, what gives the amplifier gain from max. 
11 db for the unbalanced RCA jackets and 17 dB for balanced XLR  jackets connectors.

CONDUCTOR`s basic tube placement (2 * 6N6 in front as factory placement) 
arranges an amplifier`s maximum gain from: 

11 dB for unbalanced RCA connecting,
 17 dB for balanced XLR connecting,

By using the middle and high level output sources, we recomment as front tubes the type 
6N6P – it`s the factory tube placement.

----------------------------------- 6N6 plugged in -------------------------------------------

the following table notes the diffence senisitve of the input jackets.

1. ) for middle level soures confirm as follows.

input:1 + 3 + 4 ; impedance: 40kohm
non splitted - direct coupled circuitry.

  max. 11 dB unbalanced RCA connecting, 
  max. 17 dB balanced XLR connecting,

The following distortion table shows the results of the complete range of the volume control.

RCA 100mV (XLR 2*  50mV) load / 0,15%
RCA 300mV (XLR 2*150mV) load / 0,06%
RCA 600mV (XLR 2*300mV) load / 0,12%
RCA 1,2V    (XLR 2*600mV) load / 0,25%

2. ) for high level sources confirm as follows.

input: 2 + 5 + 6, - impedance: 35kohm
divided by passive R/C networks.

  max. 2,6 dB unbalanced RCA connecting, 
  max. 8,6 dB balanced XLR connecting,

The following distortion table shows the results of the complete range of the volume control.

RCA 100mV (XLR 2*  50mV) load / 0,1%
RCA 300mV (XLR 2*150mV) load / 0,05%
RCA 600mV (XLR 2*300mV) load / 0,05
RCA 1,2V    (XLR 2*600mV) load / 0,1%
RCA 2,4V    (XLR 2*1,2V)    load / 0,2%
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CONDUCTOR`s second tube arrangement 

By using the low and middle level output sources, we recomment as front tubes the type 
6922,  which give the amplifier a maximum gain from 17 dB in unbalanced and 23 dB 
in balanced mode.

---------------------------------- 6922 plugged in --------------------------------------------

the inputs 1+3+4 have a different sensitive compared to the input 2+5+6, shown in the 
following table.

low level inputs no.:1 + 3 + 4 - impedance: 40kohm
non splitted - direct coupled circuitry.

  17 dB unbalanced RCA connecting,
  23 dB balanced XLR connecting,

The following distortion table shows the results of the complete range of the volume control.

RCA 100mV (XLR 2*  50mV) load / 0,08%
RCA 300mV (XLR 2*150mV) load / 0,1%
RCA 600mV (XLR 2*300mV) load / 0,25%
RCA 1,2V    (XLR 2*600mV) load / 0,8%

high level inputs no.: 2 + 5 + 6, - impedance: 35kohm
divided by passive R/C networks

  max. 8,6 dB unbalanced RCA connecting, 
  max. 17,5 dB balanced XLR connecting,

The following distortion table shows the results of the complete range of the volume control.

RCA 100mV (XLR 2*  50mV) load / 0,01%
RCA 300mV (XLR 2*150mV) load / 0,04%
RCA 600mV (XLR 2*300mV) load / 0,05%
RCA 1,2V    (XLR 2*600mV) load / 0,15%
RCA 2,4V    (XLR 2*1,2V)    load / 0,45%
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W A R R A N T Y

AUDIOVALVE warrants its components for a two - year period on all electronics and a 90-
day period on the tubes from the purchase date.

In the event of a failure of your amplifier , AUDIOVALVE will repair or readjust this unit or 
, should the occasion arise , will replace it provided that all conditions stipulated in this 
warranty are met.

In order to initiate service of any kind it is necessary to obtain distributor or dealer 
authorization prior to shipping the unit for service.

Any of the following conditions shall void the warranty:

• Operation not in accordance with this manual.

• Abuse , accidental damage or unauthorized modifications , as determined by 
AUDIOVALVE or its agents exclusively.

• Removal , defacing or falsifying of the serial numbers.

• Shipping without the original complete factory crates.
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WARRANTY REGISTRATION

Please fill out and return this warranty form to the distributor within 15 days of 
the purchase date with this form here, or make it online on our webside.

• MODEL : _______________________________________________

• SERIAL NUMBER : _______________________________________

• PURCHASE DATE : ______________________________________

• AUTHORIZED AUDIOVALVE  DEALER: 

• PURCHASER`S NAME : ___________________________________

• STREET ADDRESS : _____________________________________

• CITY : ________________________________________________
•
• ZIP / POSTAL CODE : _____________________________________

send it to:

0561 - 701 33 60
0160 910 77 376

0561 – 60 2929 3
info@audiovalve.info
www.audiovalve.info

Fa. Helmut Becker Produktion
Marken: AUDIOVALVE & BE-TEC
Umbachsweg 70
34 123 KASSEL - Germany

U-St.Ident.Nr.: 195 191 420
WEEE-Reg.Nr.: DE81178274 
Gerichtsstand: Kassel
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CE – Confirmity

Declaration Of Conformity

Manufacturer: AudioValve, 
Germany, 34123 KASSEL, Umbachsweg 70, 
info@audiovalve.info
Product Name: CONDUCTOups, das ist heftih
Product Type: Audio Amplifier
Complies with Standards:
LVD: 92/31/EEC, 93/68/EEC, & 73/23/EWG
Safety: EN60065
EMC: EN55013, EN55020, EN55022, EN55103, EN61000-3-2,
& EN61000-3-3
The official Declaration of Conformity for this product is kept on file at:
AudioValve, 34123 Kassel,Umbachsweg 70,  Tel. 05617013360

AudioValve`s - 

multi function remote control - setup 
 
Please remove the 4 screws of the back side and then remove the panel.
 
Make sure that the batteries are fitting tight at their place.
 
On the PC board you can see a little blue LED.
 
Now press at the same time the volume up and down button together, untill the 
LED  flashes, then stop doing so.

 
If it flashes 1 time,  the remote is for the CONDUCTOR

2 times for the EKLIPSE 

and 3 times for the ASSISTENT 50 / 100.
 
You can change the program of the remote by pressing the buttons of the volume, untill 
the LED is flashing as much as you need to be the correct program.
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